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Infil-bond™ Infiltrant / Binder Products 
 

Johnson Matthey supplies a range of silver and copper based alloys used as infiltrants or binders in the production 

of tools for exploration, mining and drilling such as core drills and drill heads. Infil-bond™ alloys are designed to 

melt and infiltrate into a powder matrix of hard abrasive materials binding them together and forming a wear 

resistant or abrasive component. 

 

These specially manufactured products are often supplied in grain form. The maximum grain size of the grained 

product is approximately 5mm across. Cropped pieces of wire or cubes are also available as a product form.  

 

A range of compositions are available designed to meet the different requirements of tools in terms of hardness 

and strength. 

 

Compositions and Tolerances 

 

Description / Composition Ag% Cu% Zn% Ni% Mn% Sn% Si% 

Infil-bond™ 40Ag 40 60 - - - - - 

Infil-bond™ 30Ag 30 70 - - - - - 

Infil-bond™ 20Ag 20 76 - 4 - - - 

Infil-bond™ 86Cu - 86 - 2 12 - - 

Infil-bond™ 80Cu - 80 - - - 20 - 

Infil-bond™ 79Cu - 79.2 - 10 5 5.5 0.3 

Infil-bond™ 70Cu - 70 - 10 20 - - 

Infil-bond™ 60Cu - 60 40 - - - - 

Infil-bond™ 53Cu - 53 8 15 24 - - 

 

Compositional tolerance: Main elements +/-1% 

 

Impurity Levels 

 

The impurity levels of these products are tightly controlled. For more information on the impurity levels for a specific 

product please contact Johnson Matthey. 

 

Product Availability  

 

Grain is produced to special order. 

Cropped pieces of wire or cubes are also available to special order. 
 
 
Johnson Matthey Plc cannot anticipate all conditions under which this information and our products or the products of other manufacturers in combination with our products will be used. 

This information relates only to the specific material designated and may not be valid for such material used in combination with any other materials or in any process. Such information is given i n good faith, being 
based on the latest information available to Johnson Matthey Plc and is, to the best of Johnson Matthey Plc's knowledge and belief, accurate and reliable at the time of preparation. However, no representation, 
warranty or guarantee is made as to the accuracy or completeness of the information and Johnson Matthey Plc assumes no respon sibility therefore and disclaims any liability for any loss, damage or injury 

howsoever arising (including in respect of any claim brought by any third party) incurred using this information. The product  is supplied on the condition that the user accepts responsibility to satisfy himself as to the 
suitability and completeness of such information for his own particular use. Freedom from patent or any other proprietary rig hts of any third party must not be assumed. The text and images on this document are 
Copyright and property of Johnson Matthey. 

This datasheet may only be reproduced as information, for use with or for resale of Johnson Matthey products. The JM logo©, J ohnson Matthey name© and product names referred to in this document are 
trademarks of Johnson Matthey. Easy-flo® and Silver-flo® are registered to JM in the EU. Sil-fos™ is registered to JM in the UK and certain other countries but is marketed as Mattiphos™ in Germany and the USA. 


